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Please Support us. Such books will further assist with comprehensive research, analysis, and
overall knowledge into the types of equipment, methods, procedures, services, repairs, and
maintenance that entail the automotive world. For a detailed insight, we have compiled below a
selection of the best auto mechanic books out there. If you are after one of the most detailed
and comprehensive auto mechanic books, here you have it p How cars by Tom Newton. This is
a book that typically explains two hundred and fifty of the most essential car parts and their
functionalities with detailed explanations and diagrams for a more efficient and comprehensive
read. How Cars Work helps to deliver information in just the right proportion and sections in
order to give the necessary mechanical education to help any reader decipher, process and
diagnose things relating to cars and their mode of operation. The author of this book, Tom
Newton, is a psychologist who originally published it as a miniature textbook for students to
read and understand the basics of how cars work. Eventually, it spurred into a more generic
tool used by those seeking more detailed information, and even by mechanics seeking to help
their clients get a better picture of repairs and operations. Deanna Sclar is an auto-repair expert,
and with over , copies of this automotive technician book sold, it is certain that it offers great
content. This book has adequately been arranged in a convenient manner to appeal to the
reader and their need for research. This is done so that the reader can access the process of
repairs immediately after finding out the overview of a section, and this arrangement also aids
in future searches when in need of immediate information. Auto Repair For Dummies covers a
wide range of vehicles, including hybrid cars and other vehicles with varying fueling types. This
book also gives intuitive knowledge and tips on maintenance and repairs that help to save costs
and trips to the mechanic and also gives the extent to which professional help is required to
avoid problems. Haynes publications have released this next book that is packed with vital
information on cars, trucks, and many other vehicles, which makes this publication a generic
read. This is a manual solely for repairs, providing all the information readers will need to know
about and follow accordingly. It delivers a breakdown of the steps to follow and the manner at
which they should be learned. Furthermore, the book also features troubleshooting sections
which help the reader to fully understand certain modes of operation of each vehicle, and the
causes and solutions of certain problems. This will help further help student take out the
guess-work in repairs for more focus on the repair itself. Aside from the mechanical aspects of
automotive repair, wiring and electrical systems could be quite complicated. For many with the
privilege of having manuals that deal in repair, this aspect may not be as comprehensive as
expected. Tony Candela, for 20 years, has been actively practicing in the field of automotive
electronics. He has also given countless and numerous seminars on the basics of automotive
electronics, wiring, and much more. This is why this workbench series actively has in it, a lot of

commonly sought-after information on the topic, as well as the deep essentials. This book
covers multiple electrical principles, all the required tools needed to get the work done properly
and more efficiently, and also, in-depth analysis of installations. This publication also teaches
how to outrightly perform outstanding jobs when it comes to wiring, and all other topics on
electrical systems needed to guide a reader adequately. Over the years, it has become obvious
that the technology needed for tuning engines have advanced, and so it is mandatory that the
adequate knowledge is passed across for proper use and for a better understanding of the tools
and methods required. The need to adequately tune engines cannot be overemphasized as the
overall performance of the engine determines the overall performance of the car. This pushes
the need for publications such as this which offer advanced knowledge in effectively managing
engines and the processes involved in tuning them. Greg Banish, the author, is a renowned
calibration engineer with over 5 years of experience in the industry. He actively works with one
of the biggest automotive manufacturing companies and plays an important role in the business
of calibration. In the Motorbooks Workshop book series, Tracy Martin has published over five
books, with some relating to the automotive electrical systems, and the rest on other
automotive topics. When it comes to automotive electrical systems, the Tracy Martin â€” How to
Diagnose and Repair Automotive Electrical Systems Motorbooks Workshop is a great pick for
down-to-earth explanations and illustrations for readers and professionals to use and
recommend to others. Tracy Martin distinctively breaks down the subject of automotive
electrical systems and provides the necessary information for diagnosing problems,
deciphering complex and rare electrical cases, and also, conducting adequate repairs.
Furthermore, the book covers a wide range of equipment needed for automotive repairs,
especially when it comes to the electrical systems. It also covers detailed specifications and
knowledge on essential sectors such as storage batteries, the ignition compartment, the
injection of fuel, and much more. All in all, this publication features several troubleshooting
sections that will aid in diagnosis and understanding. This next book is one that focuses on
courses that are related to automotive technology. It has in-depth knowledge of the principles of
automotive technology, its diagnosis, and also, automotive service. It also focuses on giving
students the required information and outlines related to the above automotive topics. This
further serves as a reference point for advanced technicians to refer back to and delivers the
most efficient knowledge that is required for certification in automotive service excellence, and
is still effective for readers to use. All the topics in the James D. Haldeman â€” Automotive
Technology: Principles, Diagnosis, and Service 5th Edition are conveniently illustrated and
broken down into short sections that are guaranteed to give learners an easy-to-read coverage
of the trade, and as a guiding tool, to ensure maximum efficiency when practicing. James D.
Haldeman, the author, has over 20 years of automotive service experience and has delivered
countless seminars on the subject of automotive technology, which makes his publication a
certified outstanding one for students and general readers. For a successful journey into the
world of automotive service, this next book is certain to be the right guide. It also adequately
provides the essential information required when learning about service and repair â€” one of
such is the most recent Automotive Service Excellence Education Foundation Program
Standards that aids the reader to fully understand what is required for certification and much
more. Also included are the major courses centered on automotive technology and their
counterparts, which are all essential for a successful journey into the world of automotive
service. The author, Tom Gilles, is passionate about what he does, and with over 38 years of
automotive technology experience, he has gained solid grounds in the industry. James E. Duffy
poses to be a very effective author when it comes to car mechanic books, with numerous
best-selling books. The James E. Duffy â€” Auto Body Repair Technology is a publication filled
with up to date information on the recent practices in automotive technology, as well as
in-depth knowledge of industry-based procedures. Furthermore, the book is targeted at
providing readers with the best resolution to problems encountered during repairs and
operations, and seeks to provide all the essential information necessary to survive and conduct
effortless and outstanding repairs as an automotive technician. Overall, this publication
provides the information needed on electric vehicles as well as hybrid cars, and on using
diverse methods and various equipment concerning matters of collision. This book offers the
most comprehensive and easy-to-use educational tools. Its convenient method of delivery is
what makes this a recommended choice even by mechanics, to give readers an adequate
overview of what needs to be known. The simplicity of this book has now been an advantage;
still with in-depth knowledge being passed across. If you tow trailers, whether occasionally or
regularly, a trailer brake controller is a product you should definitely consider investing Sign up
today to stay tuned. Home Accessories. Tom Newton â€” How Cars Work 2. Haldeman â€”
Automotive Technology 9. Tim Gilles â€” Automotive Service Written By Car Bibles Staff. If you

want to learn about automotive units properly, you need to focus on practical tasks. But the
practical tasks are supported by theories. This might be tough for you. In this case, books of
automotive structures and repairing are the best support for you. There are many auto
mechanic books available in the market. Among those, choosing the best auto mechanic book
is tough, but not impossible. The thing is different books are useful from different perspectives.
So, choosing the best from different categories is a bit difficult. However, I have chosen a few
books that can be called as most supportive books for automotive repairing. The books were
selected focusing on the covered areas, reader-friendly or not, topics discussed and some other
related issues. If you are a beginner and eager to go through a wide range of information about
auto body repairing and maintaining, this book is one of the best auto mechanic books which
can help you. The content span of this book is huge. From the basics to details, it covers almost
all the things. It helps you to increase skills and know procedures so that you can achieve
success as an automotive technician. If you are a car owner, this book will help you to know the
basics comfortably so that you can perform the basic repair at your garage on your own. This
book is a market leader of the auto mechanic book segment because of its content depth and
description structure. It helps you with information about working with both hybrid and electric
vehicles. It also covers the area of coloring and cutting with detailed information. So, you are
getting all the information about the automotive vehicle body. A major portion of this book
covers repairing after a collision. Starting from the damage estimation to repairing and
refinishing, this book has discussed every detail. With the update of editions, this book
becomes rich in information about the latest technologies, innovations and trendy practices of
the industry. It helps you to remain stick to the latest developments and ideas. It is specially
written for beginners. So, working vehicles will be more fun for you. Coming with thoroughly
described contents and colored illustrations, this guide will allow you to prepare yourself as a
master in auto repairing. Buy from Amazon 2. Automotive Service: Inspection, Maintenance,
Repair by Tim Gilles Being written by an experienced automotive teacher, this book is a gem if
you want to know about automotive repairing. It covers all areas of automotive repair and
maintenance. If you want to build a successful career in automotive repairing, this is one of the
best auto repair books to support you. Starting from inspection, it includes all the tidbits of
maintaining and repairing a damaged automotive vehicle. In a word, it is an all in one book that
comes with everything you need to know to build yourself as an automotive mechanic. It also
helps the vehicle owners too. With the changes in editions, this book comes with new
information and processes that can help you. Though an expert has written the book, it comes
with an easy and detailed description of repairing and maintenance tasks. As a result, if you
have only the minimum basics of automotive vehicles, you can easily understand and perform
the tasks. Learning from this book means learning from a teacher. Buy from Amazon 3.
Automotive Engines: Diagnosis, Repair, Rebuilding by Tim Gilles This book is of great support
for you if you are interested in learning things about engines. This book comes with information
about different types of engines and operations on those. Besides, it also discusses the
diagnosis, repair, and rebuilding of the different types of engines. This book is useful for people
who want to know the basics and essentials of automotive engines. Thus, automotive vehicle
owners can gain enough knowledge about basic troubleshooting to lessen the cost of a
technician when the engine faces a basic problem. If you are interested in building your
profession in automotive engineering, this book can help you too. It comes with the techniques
and knowledge that you need to support yourself in this field. It contains different valuable
techniques and real-life case studies. These will help you to increase your practical knowledge
besides theoretical knowledge. It contains the information described systematically and colored
pictures marked specifically. As a result, you can easily understand what it says. Besides, you
can relate the theories described and illustrated with the real scenario of your car engine. With
the upgrade of engines and repairing techniques, this book comes in new editions that include
the latest technologies and techniques. Overall, this book is a whole package of everything you
need to know about engines which comes in reader-friendly condition. Besides, it offers you the
latest developments in the field. So, if you are interested in automotive engines, you can take a
copy of it. Buy from Amazon 4. Stockel, Martin W. If you want to know the fundamentals of
automotive technology, this book can be a good choice for you. It is specially designed and
written focusing on the people who want to build a strong foundation in automotive systems.
The book that provides basics should be reader-friendly and thoroughly descriptive. It comes
with these two characteristics. As a result, you can easily read the book and understand what is
written in it. Thus using the knowledge in the practical field will also be easy for you. Most of the
information available in the book is applicable to all types of automotive vehicles. The book
presents automotive systems through detailed and easy descriptions. It explains almost all the
things- the basic functions, what the need is and what does it do- of almost all the single

components. Thus it allows you to gather knowledge of the deepest things. With the
improvement of automotive technology, this book offers you a new edition that includes the
updated technologies and procedures. For example- the eleventh editions come with hybrid
drive technology, direct gasoline injection, etc. As an auto mechanic book, it is a helpful,
information-rich and easy read. So, I think you should go through it no matter you are a
beginner or vehicle owner. All you need is the interest in automotive repairing. Also, you will get
a deep knowledge about most of auto repair tools and equipment. Buy from Amazon 5. This
book comes targeting professionals or engineers who are eager to know how the electronics in
an automotive system works. So, this may not be an appropriate book for beginners. If you have
basic knowledge about the automotive system and commons tidbits of it, you can go through
this book to learn more. It contains topics on both mechanic level electronics and professional
level electronics. Besides, the latest editions cover different hot topics of recent times. Thus
this book will educate you about the electronics that you need to know to improve your skills.
As a result, you can prepare yourself for better automotive-related job opportunities. As it
discusses things from an engineering perspective, almost all the content contains supporting
mathematical calculations and statements. As a result, you may think it is tough for them who
are weak in math. But all the mathematical models are also described through a qualitative
explanation that makes it easy to understand. So, basic mathematical knowledge will be
enough. This book is great support for the system engineers, control engineers and electronic
engineers in an automotive system. It supports both beginner and professional engineers as it
contains almost everything, from the simple automotive electronic circuit to the latest
development in the field. Overall, this book is a great source of knowledge about automotive
electronics as it comes with deep content in this stage. As most of the models of this book are
supported by the mathematical system, those are more dependable than models from other
books. Buy from Amazon 6. For a person who starting vocational training, this book by an
experienced author is probably the perfect choice. Starting from the beginner level automotive
services, it includes much professional-level information too. As a result, if you want to start
your career in the automotive servicing industry, this book can be a great support for you. Thus
it will show you which areas you need to cover for being a professional in automotive repairing
works. All the chapters come with the skills and procedures you need to know to be successful
in this field. For easy understanding, the topics of the book are divided into short chapters. It
clearly identifies the differences between the topics and areas. As a result, you can easily focus
on a specific topic and finish it within a short period of time. It also supports you to keep track
of the topics you have finished studying. The book is designed to keep the readers in touch with
the latest technology and trends in the automotive repairing field. It contains detailed visual
contents that make learning easy and effective. You can take the help of those visual contents
when you perform the tasks practically. To make sure that you are getting the knowledge that
can be used in the practical field, the book keeps the topics related to the ASE areas and NATEF
tasks. In new editions, the latest inventions of that time in this sector are included. Overall, if
you want to learn automotive servicing without going to a teacher, this book may help you a lot.
Buy from Amazon 7. The name says it all- the book is focused on making the readers familiar to
the latest technologies, developments, tricks, and processes of the automotive engineering
industry. It is appropriate for teaching in the classrooms that provides vocational training on
automotive engines. As written for the learners, this book comes with easy English and a
detailed description of each of the topics. Thus, it covers all the major areas that have a direct
impact on the durability, performance, and efficiency of the engine. Thus, reading the book
properly will allow the readers to know the main reasons behind the ineffectiveness and
inefficiency of the engines, including- automatic engine controls, intakes, exhausts, fuel
ignition, and other major reasons. The Classroom Manual version of the book is mainly for use
in classrooms in which the main focus is on theoretical illustration. On the other hand, the Shop
Manual focuses on the process, tool, testing, and service portion or practical part. Depending
on the purpose, you can choose one or both. As a result, you can keep in touch with the recent
innovations in this field. If you want to be a regular, this will be able to help you a lot. Buy from
Amazon 8. This is one of the oldest but still important books in the automotive industry. Being
written before , this book contains a wide range of information about automotive units available
at that time. The book was written with a view to providing the answer of three basic questions
about automotive units- how to design, how to build and how it works. The answers were given
in a very easy and simple way so that the readers can easily catch the knowledge. To help the
reader to understand quickly, the book is divided into different units. The starting of each unit is
the basic theory depending on which the unit works. The basics are followed by other
information provided one by one maintaining a specific order. This system takes the readers
through a process that helps them to understand the whole thing step by step. After describing

how the unit is completed, it describes how it works and how it contributes to the car. To make
the description clear and understandable, this book contains a lot of pictorial presentation of
the units and procedures. The pictures illustrate the related functions and parts. Important parts
and areas are highlighted to get better attention than normal. A great feature of the book is the
dictionary of Automotive Terms that is attached to the back of the book. It helps the reader
understand the terminologies used in the automotive sector. Overall, this book is a perfect
guide if you want to know the fundamental structures of automotive units, especially the units
designed before Buy from Amazon Final Verdict The effectiveness of a book mostly depends on
the situation of the reader. The books mentioned above are full of information. All you have to
do is read thoroughly and learn things. I hope the books will help you to grow as a professional
in automotive repairing. If we missed a book that could have been on this best auto mechanic
book review list, please leave a comment below or send us an email to thegaragely gmail. A
resident expert and professional, David is passionate about all things automotive and loves to
share his knowledge. He has good experience in all kind of automotive accessories. He has
worked as a chief mechanical engineer in some reputed automotive garage firm. Your email
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life. We always get a lot of questions as of where to learn auto mechanic online and there sure
is a lot of good auto mechanic online courses and schools already out there. This book is a
perfect starting point for beginners to start their journey to learn auto mechanic and anyone
who wants to know more about how cars work and how to fix them. After reading it and with a
little practical work, you should be able to perform basic mechanic repairs and understand a lot
more about how your car works. This should help you save money and keep your car from
wearing out prematurely. It also features a section to help you choose a good auto repair shop
for those times when you still need to bring your car in for more complicated repairsâ€¦ until
you become a full-fledged auto mechanic yourself! It covers all the major systems from brakes

and suspension systems, tires, engine, steering to air conditioning and fuel system. I really like
the fact that it features big, fully colored pictures, unlike most shop manuals which are often
filled with poor quality black and grey pictures. Simple layout, clear directions, this is a very
good book to get the basics before getting your hands dirty. This book is for starters too but the
layout is a bit different from the others on the list. Instead of focusing on each system, this one
describes the most important car parts and how they work. The one-page-one-part format
breaks down the information in chewable size chunks. Mini-tests are also included at the end of
each chapter to help you memorize what you learned. Perfect for beginners! This is the book I
wish I had when I started playing with cars. It will help you understand the principles of tuning
and what you can do to make your car turn heads. You will learn how to perform more basic
mods:. This book is used for courses in technical and trade school. It is way more complex than
the previous ones, though, but deeply covers all areas of automotive service. Topics are divided
into short sections making it easier for you to understand and memorize all of it. As the title
says, this one focuses on the fundamentals of auto mechanics. It explains everything from the
design to the construction of every automotive system as well as how everything works
together. It is intended for more advanced mechanics who want to go well below the surface
and may not be suitable for beginners. But what do I know? Just be warned, this is a college
textbook and is written as such. Also worth mentioning, this edition includes information on
hybrid technology and direct injection. If you already are a pro mechanic, I strongly suggest you
read this book. Not only because of the information on recent new technologies but also
because it features a section on exploring new career opportunities. I really like products that
go beyond expectations and this one sure gives you a lot of bang for your buck! I am not a
diesel mechanic and I almost never work on diesel cars. Well, it gets the job done! The book
also contains information on all areas from fuel systems and turbochargers to exhaust
after-treatment and electrical systems as well as focusing on troubleshooting procedures which
is really handy if you ask me. Also, the section on biodiesel and running straight vegetable oil is
pretty interesting. And I want to point out that this book has one of the best quality-price ratio
between all the books in this list with over pages for under 20 dollars! This book is also an
absolute must-have for any auto mechanic. This is how deep this book goes. This is by far the
most comprehensive and complete guide on troubleshooting I have ever seen. Seriously, if you
are already an auto mechanic and you want to keep improving yourself and ensure you stay
up-to-date with new technologies and upcoming troubleshooting techniques, buy this book
now. This book is for advanced auto mechanics only. Seriously, this is really next-level stuff but
I decided to include it here because I know some of you out there will want to read this. But you
need to be warned. Yes, engineers. The same engineers, we, auto mechanics, love so much. Pro
mechanics will get this one. See what I mean? This stuff is literally on the edge of auto
mechanics and engineering as we all know how these two tend to get closer and closer with the
arrival of more advanced electronic systems in the automotive industry. Before long this may be
standard knowledge for regular auto mechanics. Read this book and get a head start before
everyone else! Yeah, I know. This is not a book but a complete series of auto mechanic manuals
actually being used in standard trade schools. This series is super comprehensive and contains
pretty much all you need to know about auto mechanics. Each book is divided into 2 manuals: a
classroom manual and a shop manual. The classroom manual addresses the theory while the
shop manual covers the tools, diagnostic procedures, and testing. The fact that each book is
focusing on only one subject makes it easy to quickly find the information you are looking for.
The engine rebuilding manual is my current bedside book as engine overhaul is not something I
have to perform really often. Re-reading these books from time to time is really good to stay
sharp and prepared for anything that comes along. Just know that the only inconvenient with
this series is the price. If you decide to buy the complete series in one shot, the price tag could
be pretty hefty, as with almost anything school-related. Just so you know. I hope this list will
help amateur and aspiring mechanics as well as pro and full-fledged technicians to always push
the limits of their knowledge and never stop learning. The automotive industry is always
changing and evolving, more and more electronics are being shoved every year in our beloved
vehicles and the future seems brighter than ever. This is an exciting time to be a mechanicâ€¦ as
long as you know what you are doing! And yeah, in the spirit of full disclosure, we just want to
make sure you are aware that some of these links are affiliate links. Meaning that every time you
follow one and buy something, we do get a small commission. Skip to content. Automotive
Technology: Principles, Diagnosis, and Service. Auto Fundamentals. Troubleshooting and
Repairing of Diesel Engines.

